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Pillow 
Cubango
Design:  Andrea Schmitz
  First publication: february 2021

Knit

Easy

SIZE
Approx. 40 x 40 cm

MATERIALS
REGIA 6-fädig Color, 150 g ball
Col. 06226 (karoo color)   1 ball
REGIA 6-fädig, 150 g ball
Col. 02070 (holz meliert)   1 ball
Size 3 mm circular needle, 80 cm long
1 cushion insert, 40 x 40 cm
1 tapestry needle for weaving in ends

BASICS
Selvage st: Knit in RS and WS rows. 

Ribbed pattern: Alternate k2, p2. 

Stripe pattern: Work according to the chart. All rows are 
shown in the chart. Read RS rows from right to left and WS 
rows from left to right. The letters next to the R numbers 
indicate the colour. A = Holz meliert, B = Karoo color. In 
each row, repeat the st between the selvage st to the end 
of the row. Work Rows 1–11 once; then repeat Rows 4–11 
throughout.

GAUGE
Stripe pattern:
21 st and 36 rows = 10 x 10 cm.
If your gauge differs from the given gauge, use a hook of a 
larger or smaller size accordingly.

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast on 84 st in Holz meliert and work in ribbed pattern in 
open rows, start the first (RS) row with selvage st, k2, p2 and 
finish opposite.
When piece measures 5 cm (= 18 R), continue in stripe 
pattern.
When piece measures 80 cm (measured slightly stretched), 
after the 11th R in the chart, continue in ribbed pattern in 
Holz meliert.
After you have worked 5 cm (= 18 R) in ribbed pattern,  bind 
off all st.

FINSHING
Dampen and block the piece according the measure-
ments; allow to dry. 
Place the piece right sides together, so that the ribbed  
pattern is on top of each other in the center back. Sew  
sides together.
Fasten off all the threads within the same color area. Turn 
over the pillow. Place the cushion insert into the cushion 
cover.

        Did you know that our designs are on  
Ravelry too? Search for the model number,  
create your project and link it to our pattern  
for all Ravelers to see and to admire.
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KEY
     = 1 selvage st
     = k1
     = p1
     = 1 st in Holz meliert
     = 1 st in Karoo color

ABBREVIATIONS
k = knit
p = purl
R = row(s)
RS = right side
st(s)  = stitch(es)
WS = wrong side
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